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INTRODUCTION
In August 2009, my son in law asked me: “What’s your next book going to be about?”

“Four alcoholic virgins.” I replied
He was quiet for a minute and then said, “How can that be? Alcoholism is
associated with sex so that doesn’t quite ring true.”
“Think about it for a while, I’m sure you’ll come up with at least one idea.”
“Well there’s always the case of a nun; perhaps?”
He was on the right track and I left him to consider the idea further. I had already
charted out a path to guide me through the minefield of drink and sex, and the most
difficult path of all; the female mindset. My apologies in advance if I offend any or all
of the female population, it is not my intention to do so, but to piece together the
terrible injustices afforded some unfortunate humans, who may not have, nor may never
experience the joy of love and sex and the abandonment of alcohol as a crutch to living
life to the full.
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FORWARD
The city was small by modern standards with a population of just over six hundred
thousand. Big enough to attract all the comforts of modern living, but small enough to
be more personal. It was located on a river which took tourist boats down to the river
mouth and up to the farming areas to the north east of the city. The central business
district was located north of the river with most of the residential suburbs spreading out
to the south and to the north. The coastal strip housed some of the largest and most
expensive houses and attracted a wide range of the populace including businessmen and
rich immigrants who had arrived during the past fifteen years from Southeast Asia and
Europe. There was a large cross section of the world’s population, most of who got
along real fine.
Of course there was always a small group who decided that they knew better than
anyone and resorted to crime; corporate mainly but also those who thought that their
criminal activity would never be found out and that they were above the law.
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CHAPTER ONE.
There was a good crowd at the early evening meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous.
They were gathered together in silence awaiting the social worker who doubled as their
leader in the cause of hopeful solutions. They sat in rows on hard seated chairs facing
the small lectern in the cold, draughty hall which was used by the amateur dramatic
society three times a week, and the boy scouts on Fridays. The lectern stood in front of
an empty stage which had old, worn curtains pulled to each side. The hall had originally
been part of a Wesleyan Church; closed and abandoned some twenty years previously
after falling attendances and a lack of funds forced the closure of the Victorian designed
establishment. The hall was a stout and weatherproof building with high vaulted
ceilings and lead glassed windows running along each side, allowing light to stream
into the dusty interior.
The attendees sat quietly in ones or twos rarely speaking and spread out over the first
six rows of chairs. There was a cross section of the community; from the down and out
drunk to the court ordered transgressor; ordered to undertake rehabilitation, which was
reluctantly complied with. Over on the right sat a woman, alone in her presence and
thoughts; a small mousy looking person, who did not look up at anyone arriving, or at
anyone else at the meeting. She was dressed in severe clothing of a two piece braid suit
and her brown hair tied up in a bun sitting almost on top of her head. She wore dark
rimmed spectacles and no make up, her shoes were of brown leather, highly polished
and laced tightly to her feet. Grasping her matching handbag as if she would never let it
go, she waited for her first meeting to get under way.
Noises came from the rear entrance to the hall as two more men entered followed by
a woman. She stopped and looked around as she came to the rear row of seats. Tall and
slim, she was dressed in a bright red sweater, short blue mini skirt and had long,
flowing blond hair which fell to her shoulders. Her lips were bright red and she wore
heavy make up, as if she were going to a ball or a special night out. Seeing another
woman sitting to her right, she made her way over and sat down next to the small
individual.
“Hello I’m Christine. Do you mind if I sit here?”
“No it’s okay. My name is Maria.”
The two women nodded to each other as they surveyed the other attendees.
“Not much interest here, is there?”
The small woman named Maria didn’t reply and seemed to shrink further into her
seat. To her this strange woman called Christine seemed bold and brassy and not her
type at all. A lull settled over the room as they awaited the arrival of the person who
would conduct the meeting. Maria had no idea how things would progress and dreaded
the time when she would be asked to stand up and identify herself. It appeared that
everyone who was going to attend had already turned up, and now the meeting
convenor walked into the hall, carrying his brief case and file full of papers. An
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insignificant man, wearing crumpled trousers and a brown cardigan, he appeared almost
apologetic for his presence.
“Good evening everybody. For those who do not know me, my name is Harvard
Goods. I’d like to first of all welcome you all to our meeting and especially those new
comers who have taken the first important step towards redemption.”
He paused to see if his words had sunk in and then continued.
“I see we have two new female members over there and before they introduce
themselves, can we have one or two of our regulars stand and introduce themselves in
the usual way.”
He looked towards the men on the other side of the room and a bearded man in a
shabby raincoat slowly got to his feet.
“My name is Charles Davenport and I am an alcoholic. I also come here every week
and I have also had two beers today before I arrived.”
Harvard Goods turned red in the face and coughed loudly.
“Now Charles you know you must behave. I know that you haven’t had a drink for
two months so don’t be giving false impressions.”
Everyone except the two ladies laughed as a second man got to his feet.
“I am Geoffrey Neesom and I am an alcoholic.” He sat down again.
“I would now like to invite our two ladies to identify themselves, please.”
Christine with the flowing blond hair stood up and announced: “My name is
Christine and I am an alcoholic.”
Everyone clapped and cheered as she sat down again, whilst the other new member,
Maria, slowly and shyly stood up. In a small soft voice she announced:
“I am Maria and I think I’m an alcoholic.” She sat down again quickly, as she looked
down at the floor.
Again there was a round of applause which stopped when Harvard held up his hand
for silence.
“Thank you ladies, you have taken the first important steps towards our goal of
achieving a temperate life, free of the chains of drink and the cleansing of your
systems.”
There were several chuckles from the male attendees before Harvard began to hand
out papers from the file he had opened on the lectern. When everyone had a copy he
continued with the information:
“These papers give you a list of help centres should you wish to take advantage of
their facilities. It includes mental health contacts, suicide numbers and drop in centres
should you need them. Now; would anyone like to tell us about how they are
progressing or if they have had any problems which need sorting out?”
He paused and waited to see if anyone would respond.
“My name is Peter and I have been coming here for five weeks. I was a chronic
alcoholic but during the past few weeks I have been able to resist the temptation and
have remained dry up to now. I’d like to thank you all for your support.”
The man called Peter sat down and another man got to his feet. He was a small, bald
headed man wearing rimless glasses and a smart dark blue suit.
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“My name is Boris and I have been a member since two months. I am having great
difficulty keeping off the grog and even today I couldn’t resist the temptation to have a
drink of beer. I need more support if I am to beat the addiction.”
Over at the side of the hall the two women sat quietly listening to the members pour
out their souls and wondered if they would ever have the courage to do the same. At the
end of the meeting they all stood up and sang the theme song of the Association; “One
Day at a Time” and they all began to file out silently; back into the world of temptation.
The convenor of the meeting, Harvard, came over to Maria and Christine and spoke
quietly to them, assuring them that he would support their efforts to reach their goals,
and looked forward to their attendance the following week. They nodded their thanks
and began to walk out of the hall together.
“That was a bit of an eye opener, what did you think Maria?”
“I don’t know. I feel that there were too many men there for my liking, but maybe we
can benefit from further attendances.”
“What are you doing now? Do you fancy going for a cup of coffee?”
Maria looked at her new found friend and with a grateful voice replied; “That would
be nice.”
There was a coffee shop just a short distance away and they were soon seated at a
small table away from the door in a corner; where they could observe everyone coming
and going. It was still early evening and the customers few, but their orders of
cappuccinos was soon served. Christine ordered a piece of chocolate cake and Maria
hesitantly ordered a small fruit tart. Christine was the one who initiated the
conversation with questions which became more personal as they sipped their coffees.
“Do you get out much and have you got a boyfriend?”
“No I am a very shy person and don’t like mixing with other people. As for
boyfriends; no I have only had two in my life and they both wanted only one thing and
that was sex.”
“How old are you Maria?”
Maria hesitated before answering; “I am thirty two in two months time.”
“Have you ever been married?”
“No not even close.”
“Where do you work?”
“I am a librarian and I live in a small flat near my work.”
“Now that’s something I’ve never been into; reading books. I am the more outgoing
person but I have also had trouble keeping boyfriends. Same as you really; they all
want just one thing and I was turned off that a long time ago when my parents used to
take me with them to nudist clubs.”
Maria looked up sharply at her new found friend and with a quizzical look on her
face couldn’t speak for quite some time. Christine continued sipping her coffee,
unaware how much chagrin she had caused by uttering those few words. To cover her
embarrassment, Maria picked up her coffee and slowly sipped at the hot liquid as she
mulled over the mention of nudity. Her cheeks had turned red as she formed her next
question.
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“Do you mean that you were subject to the exposure of men and women’s’ bodies
when you were young?”
“Yes and not so young either. I saw more than a range of naked bodies. Apart from
cocks of every size and description; I witnessed the animalistic behaviour of so called
‘upper crust’ people, doing things to each other which turned me off men for the rest of
my life. It also made me so frustrated that I turned to alcohol when I found that I
couldn’t maintain a relationship with a man.”
By now Maria’s face was bright red with embarrassment and she looked away from
Christine, not knowing what to say next. In spite of the brassy nature and her up front
appearance, it seemed that Christine was covering for a very disturbed childhood and
maybe more than she had stated. Maria was reserved enough not to press her curiosity
to more personal level, and decided to remain silent and allow Christine to tell her what
she wanted to without any further prompting. She didn’t have long to wait.
“How long have you worked in the library?”
“Almost two years.”
“And what did you do before that?”
Maria hesitated before answering.
“I was a catholic nun for ten years. It was during that time that I got a liking for wine,
especially red alter wine.”
“Do you mean that you have been hidden away from the world for ten years? What
happened to make you leave and come back into the big bad world?”
Again Maria hesitated; trying to decide whether she should divulge the secrets which
she had been hiding for two years since leaving the convent. Her mind was in turmoil,
torn between the vows sworn many years ago, and the injustices of living the celibate
life in the convent with all the pressure placed on her young soul and the secrecy behind
the façade of religious orders. How far should she go in revealing her secrets to a
complete stranger whom she had only met this evening? As if sensing Maria’s inner
turmoil Christine was first to speak.
“Perhaps you feel as if you don’t know me well enough to tell your secrets to?
Maybe I’m a little too pushy with my questions. If that’s the case then don’t answer and
we can leave it for another time.”
Maria relaxed, grateful that Christine had given her the way out of a dilemma and she
smiled across the table as she sipped her coffee slowly.
“Do you mind if I leave it right now, and in turn ask how you came about attending
the meeting tonight?”
“Well I took a lot of persuading by my friends at work. I work in a bank and my
drinking was affecting my work to such an extent that I almost lost my job. I had
become sloppy and made a few mistakes with customer’s money. Anyway I was
insight-less to the problems until a co-worker pulled me to one side and quite forcibly
told me that I would be out if I didn’t do something about my drinking habits. I was
quite angry to start with but eventually realised that she was right and that’s how I came
tonight.”
“But how did you start drinking so much?”
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Christine hesitated as she remembered the real reason for her habit. Men had always
been a thorn in her side and her turning to drink was the direct result of her frustration
and annoyance with the opposite sex. Just a mention of a nudist colony and they would
without fail, assume that she was easy prey and a definite roll in the hay. In truth she
was quite the opposite; her experiences as a child and as a teenager had left her with
such a disregard for men, sex and relationships, that she dispensed with each and every
boyfriend and acquaintance throughout her lonely single life. She was now twenty nine
years old and she had acquired a brassy front to counteract her loathing of men and
turned to alcohol in a bid to find solace. She looked up at Maria and decided to confide
in this shy ex nun who seemed to have a similar fear of the world.
“My upbringing led me places where most girls would never see in a lifetime. I
witnessed not only men behaving badly but women acting lewdly and in many respects,
even worse than men. Apart from nudity I was witness to open sex and wife swapping
and expected to join in once I became old enough to do so. By the time I was sixteen I
was so ashamed of the actions of my parents, and the approaches by slimy, dirty men,
that I turned away from the sex scenes without ever having experienced the act of sex
with a man. I shunned the limelight and especially when I started work at the bank,
where many members of the opposite sex made advances which I rejected more and
more, until I was ostracised from the very society into which I had joyously entered.
That was when I started to drink.”
She paused and looked wistfully down at her cup of coffee. There was a silence
between the two women as Maria stared at Christine, trying to imagine what it was like
to be exposed to all those naked bodies and the rampant sexual life to which she was
exposed. Now she could understand why she took to drinking.
“Have you never had a regular boyfriend and have you never had sex?”
“I had a regular boy once but he was so naïve and shy that he was even afraid to kiss
me, even if I was in the mood. In answer to your second question: No I have never had
sex with anyone and that makes me virgin. What about you?”
Maria stammered as she attempted to answer.
“I am also in the same situation, even though one or two of the nuns tried to convert
me and persuade me to have a lesbian relationship. I resisted fiercely and argued with
them to leave me alone. It was extremely difficult as they tried to put a lot of pressure
on me and even followed me into the bathroom when I tried to shower. I even came to
fisticuffs with one old groper. Of course because I refused I was given all the dirty jobs
and more or less sent into Coventry. Most of them refused to speak to me and I only
really had one genuine friend, who was sorry when I left.”
They laughed with each other as their stories unfolded, but soon it was time to go
home. Trying to remain strong and promising each other to try and stay off the drink
until the meeting the following week; they said their goodbyes and parted company.
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